Entity resolution (ER) aims to identify data records referring to the same real-world entity. Due to the heterogeneity of entity attributes and the diversity of similarity measures, one main challenge of ER is how to select appropriate similarity measures for different attributes. Previous ER methods usually employ heuristic similarity selection algorithms, which are highly specialized to specific ER problems and are hard to be generalized to other situations. Furthermore, previous studies usually perform similarity learning and similarity selection independently, which often result in error propagation and are hard to be optimized globally. To resolve the above problems, this paper proposes an end-to-end multi-perspective entity matching model, which can adaptively select optimal similarity measures for heterogenous attributes by jointly learning and selecting similarity measures in an end-to-end way. Experiments on two real-world datasets show that our method significantly outperforms previous ER methods. Title Category Brand Model Price Microsoft comfort optical mouse silver blue Mice Microsoft d1t011 19.95 Title Category Brand Model Price Comfort opt mse3000 silver blue Computers Microsoft d1t-011 17.99
Introduction
Entity resolution (ER) aims to identify entity records referring to the same real-world entity from different data sources, which plays an important role in data cleaning [Chaudhuri et al. 2007 ], data integration [Sehgal et al., 2006] and knowledge graph integration [Kong et al., 2016] . For example, in Figure 1 the two product records correspondingly from Walmart and Amazon refer to the same product, and knowing this fact can help in product search, product recommendation, etc. Entity resolution is also known as entity matching [Wang et al., 2011] , duplicate record detection [Elmagarmid et al., 2007] , and record matching/linkage [Christen, 2012] .
One of the main characteristics of ER is that entity records are structural, where each record is composed of one or more <attribute, value> pairs. Entity attributes are often heterogenous, i.e., they are of different data types. For example, the product records in Figure 1 are composed of five attributes, * Corresponding author. among which title is text, price is number, and category, brand and model are selected from fixed string sets.
Given two entity records, typical ER approaches first compare values between aligned attributes using specific similarity measures, then aggregate comparison results of all attributes to make final ER decision [Benjelloun et al., 2009; Mudgal et al., 2018] . For example, the two product records in Figure 1 will be identified as referring to the same product because their attribute values are all similar. Due to the heterogeneity of attributes, many similarity measures have been proposed for attribute comparison, including character-based similarities for string attributes [Elmagarmid et al., 2007] , semantic similarities for text attributes [Ebraheem et al., 2018; Mudgal et al., 2018] , and numeric similarities for number attributes [Koudas et al., 2004] , etc.
Given such a diversity of similarity measures, one main challenge of effective ER is how to select appropriate measures for different attributes in different ER problems. For example, in Figure 1 an effective ER system should select numeric measures for product prices, semantic measures for product titles and categories, and character-based measures for product brands and models. To address the above challenge, many methods have been proposed. For instance, Kong et al. [2016] manually selected similarity measures for different attributes in their model. Chaudhuri et al. [2007] proposed a recursive divide and conquer strategy to select similarity measures and thresholds for ER rules. Wang et al. [2011] designed three redundancy-based heuristic algorithms to select similarity measures and thresholds for ER rules. One main drawback of these methods is that they all select similarity measures heuristically, which are usually specialized to specific ER problems and are hard to be generalized to other situations. Furthermore, previous studies Figure 1: Two entity records referring to the same mouse, where the above is from Walmart and the below is from Amazon.
perform similarity learning and similarity selection independently, which often result in error propagation and are hard to be optimized globally.
In this paper, we propose a neural multi-perspective matching (MPM) model for entity resolution, which can learn to select optimal similarity measures for different attributes in an end-to-end way. Specifically, we design a "compareselect-aggregate" neural framework, which first compares aligned attribute values in multiple perspectives using different similarity measures, then adaptively selects the optimal similarity measure for each attribute by designing a gate mechanism, finally aggregates the comparison results of the selected similarity measures from all attributes to make ER decision. In our neural network framework, the above compare, select, and aggregate functions are correspondingly modeled as a comparison layer, a selection layer and an aggregation layer, as shown in Figure 2 . We can see that, by modeling the similarity measure selection via a gate mechanism, our approach can adaptively learn to select optimal similarity measures for different attributes in different ER problems, therefore no manual selection and no heuristic rules are needed. Furthermore, all comparison, selection and aggregation components in our neural network framework are learnable and flexible, therefore our method can be globally optimized in an end-to-end way, which prevents the error propagation problem and the local optimal problem. To our best knowledge, this is the first ER work which can jointly learn and select similarity measures in an end-to-end way.
We conduct experiments on two real-world datasets-Walmart-Amazon [Konda et al., 2016] and Amazon-Google [Köpcke et al., 2010] . Experiments show that, by learning an end-to-end "compare-select-aggregate" model and adaptively selecting similarity measures for different attributes, our method significantly outperforms previous methods and recently proposed neural network models.
Entity Resolution via End-to-End Multi-Perspective Matching
This section describes how to resolve entities via our end-toend multi-perspective matching model. We first introduce our framework in Section 2.1, then present the similarity measures used for multi-perspective comparison in Section 2.2, and then describe the gate mechanism for adaptively similarity measure selection in Section 2.3, finally we describe the aggregation layer of our model in Section 2.4. Formally, given two entity records ={< 1 , 1 >, …< , >}and ′ = {< 1 , 1 ′ >, … < , ′ >} correspondingly from two data sources and ′ with aligned attributes { 1 , 2 , … , }, our entity matching model aims to predict the probability that and ′ refer to the same entity ( = 1| , ′ ). Because the size of record collections maybe very large (e.g., Amazon contains millions of products), and attributes from different sources maybe unaligned, a whole ER system will usually perform an additional blocking step to find candidate pairs [Papadakis et al., 2016] and a schema matching step to align attributes [Bilke and Naumann, 2005] . Like previous entity matching studies [Benjelloun et al., 2009; Mudgal et al., 2018] , this paper focuses on entity matching and will not describe blocking and schema matching.
The Entity Matching Framework
Given two entity records, we design a "compare-select-aggregate" neural network framework to resolve them. The framework is shown in Figure 2 . Specifically, we first compare attribute values in different perspectives using a set of similarity measures (comparison layer), then employ a gate mechanism to select the optimal similarity measures for different attributes (selection layer), finally aggregate all selected comparison results for final ER decisions (aggregation layer). In following we describe our framework layer by layer.
Attribute Representation Layer. Because attributes are heterogenous, we use three representations for each attribute: (1) its numeric value num if it is a number; (2) its string value s, i.e., as a character sequence; (3) its distributed word vector sequence { 1 , 2 , … }. For example, <price, 59.99> can be represented as (59.99, "59.99"， {[0.1, 0.12, …, 0.05]}), and <title, adobe reader> can be presented as (NAN, " adobe reader", {[0.13, 0.02, …, 0.21], [0.04, 0.11, …, 0.07]}). We use the above three representations because we want to retain as much as information for future comparison: numeric representations are useful for numeric attributes such as price, string representations are useful for string attributes such as brand and model; distributed word vector sequences are useful for capturing semantic similarities between textual attributes, such as title and comment.
Comparison Layer. This layer compares attribute values in different perspectives using a set of learnable similarity measures. For example, we can compute the similarity between two prices using their numeric difference, and compute the similarity between two titles using deep learning-based similarity measures such as RNN-based measures employed by Mudgal et al. [2018] . For each attribute value pair < , ′ >, our system will compare them in multiple perspectives and will output a set of comparison results [ 1 , 2 , … , ] of n similarity measures. The detail of the similarity measures will be described in Section 2.2. Selection Layer. In this layer, our model adaptively selects the most appropriate similarity for each attribute via a gate mechanism. Its detail will be described in Section 2.3. Aggregation Layer. In this layer, we first concatenate the selected similarities of all attributes into a comparison vector, and make final decisions by aggregating all similarities using a neural network layer. The output of this layer is the matching probability ( = 1| , ′ ), where y = 1 indicates that and ′ refer to the same entity. The detail of this layer will be described in Section 2.4.
Model Learning. Given a training set D which contains a set of training instances ( , ′ , ), where and ′ are a pair of entity records and ∈ {0,1} is the golden label, we train our model by minimizing the cross entropy loss:
where |D| is the number of training examples, and is the probability of outputted by our model. We can see that, the proposed framework models attribute comparison, similarity selection and comparison result aggregation as learnable neural layers in a single neural network, correspondingly the comparison layer, the selection layer and the aggregation layer. The main advantage of our framework is that all components can be learned end-to-end, making it can be easily globally optimized. Furthermore, our framework is very flexible: the similarity measure set can be easily extended using new measures; and the aggregation layer can be replaced by any advanced neural network which can output a classification probability.
Multi-Perspective Attribute Comparison
In this section, we describe the similarity measures used for multi-perspective attribute comparison. Intuitively, the same two values can be similar or dissimilar in different ER problems. For example, from the string perspective, "19.9" and "1.99" are similar, but they are dissimilar from the numeric perspective. Furthermore, as many neural network-based similarity measures have been employed in ER, it is also critical to select the appreciate neural network architectures which can best fit the entity resolution task at hand.
To this end, we found that entity attributes can be roughly categorized into three data types: numeric, string and text. A numeric attribute value is a number which is often used in price, weight, etc.; a string attribute value is a character sequence which is often used in brand, model, etc., whose values are selected and can only be selected from a fixed set; and a textual attribute value is often a description such as title, comment, etc.. Based on the above observations, we employ 8 similarity measures which are described as follows and summarized in Table 1 (Notice that our framework is flexible, it is easy to be extended using new similarity measures).
Numeric measures. We use two measures named rel_diff and abs_norm to compare numeric attribute values, where rel_diff compares the relative difference between two numbers, abs_norm measures the absolute norm similarity between two numbers.
String measures.
We use four commonly used characterbased measures in our model: exact match (exact_sim), Levenshtein distance (lev_sim) which is an edit distance-based measure, Jaro distance (jaro_sim) which is a string measure that was mainly used for comparison of last and first names, Smith-Waterman distance (sw_sim) which is an extension of edit distance but with better local string alignment.
Deep learning (DL) based textual measures. DL-based similarities are popular in recent years due to their strong abilities in learning informative representations and capturing semantic similarity. In this paper, we adopt two DL-based similarity measures proposed in [Mudgal et al., 2018] to measure textual attributes. The first one uses a bidirectional RNN for attribute representation learning and an elementwise absolute difference comparison operation to form a comparison for each attribute. It is applied to their model named RNN, we call the measure "rnn_sim" in this paper. The second one uses a bidirectional RNN with decomposable attention to implement attribute summarization and a vector concatenation augmented with element-wise absolute difference during attribute comparison to form a comparison for each attribute. It is applied to their model named Hybrid, we call the measure "hybrid_sim" in this paper. Empirical results in [Mudgal et al., 2018] show that, DL-based models perform better than traditional methods on textual EM tasks (i.e., instances having a few attributes all of which are textual blobs).
Adaptive Measure Selection via Gate Mechanism
It is obvious that the optimal similarity measures for different attributes in different ER problems are context-sensitive. For example, to resolve the two product records in Figure 1 , an effective ER system should select numeric measures to compare their prices, and select DL-based measures to model venshtein, 1966] . jaro_sim: distance proposed in [Jaro, 1980] . sw_sim: distance proposed in [Smith and Waterman, 1981] .
Text rnn_sim: a deep learning-based similarity measure used for the model RNN in [Mudgal et al., 2018] . hybrid_sim: a deep learning-based similarity measure used for the model Hybrid in [Mudgal et al., 2018] . similarity between their titles. Furthermore, even we know DL-based measures are suitable for title attribute, an ER system still needs to select the best neural network architecture, e.g., CNN-based or RNN-based. Due to the diversity of attribute measures for ER problems, manual selection and heuristic rules are hard to be generalized to measure selection in different situations.
To solve this problem, we design a gate mechanism, which can adaptively learn to select optimal similarity measures for different attributes in different ER problems. The main motivation is that a similarity can be evaluated and selected based on its influence on final ER decisions, i.e., a similarity measure should be selected if it can achieve better performance than other similarity measures in an ER problem.
Specifically, for each attribute , let the result outputted by the n similarity measures in the comparison layer is = [ 1 , 2 , … , ] , our gate mechanism will use a mask vector = [ 1 , 2 , … , ] for similarity measure selection, where = 1 if i-th similarity measure is selected and otherwise 0. To learn for attribute , we first represent using a vector ∈ ℝ which is randomly initialized and will be learned during training, then we estimate the soft selection vector using:
where ∈ ℝ × and ∈ ℝ are parameters to be learned, ∈ ℝ , and = [ ] is the probability of the i-th measure to be selected. Using the soft selection vector s, we get the final hard selection vector as:
where ℎ is an element-wise function which assigns 1 to if == max ( ), otherwise 0. Using the learned hard selection vector g, the selection layer will select the comparison result of attribute as:
where is the index of the non-zero element in . The hard selection vector acts as a gate to control which comparison result in will be selected for final ER decision. Using the proposed gate mechanism, we turn similarity selection into a learnable component using training data, rather than relies on manual selection or heuristic rules. In this way, the learned selection models will be adaptive for different ER problems and for different attributes. This makes our model can be easily generalized to different situations.
Aggregation Layer
An entity record usually has multiple attributes, therefore we need to aggregate comparison evidences from all attributes to make final ER decisions.
Because some similarity measures (rnn_sim, hybrid_sim) employed in this paper output a comparison vector, rather than a simple similarity value, we first project all similarity values to a d-dimension comparison vector ′ which has the same dimension with comparison vectors:
where is the comparison result of attribute outputted by the selection layer, and id is the index of the selected result, ∈ ℝ 2× are parameters to be learned during model training.
Then the comparison results of all m attributes are concatenated:
Finally, C is feed into a two layer fully-connected ReLU HighwayNet [Srivastava et al., 2015] , which will output the matching probability ( = 1| , ′ ).
Experiments
In this section, we evaluate our method and compare it with previous methods.
Experimental Settings
Datasets. We conduct experiments on two real-world datasets: Walmart-Amazon and Amazon-Google. Walmart-Amazon contains product resolution data between Walmart and Amazon [Konda et al., 2016] . Amazon-Google contains product resolution data between Amazon and Google [Köpcke et al., 2010] . This paper focuses on entity matching, therefore we use the after-blocking versions of the above two datasets provided by [Mudgal et al., 2018] . Table 2 presents the statistics about the two datasets. Following previous studies, we evaluate all systems using precision (P), recall (R), and F1 score, and F1 is used as primary measure.
Baselines. We compare our method with three baselines:
• Magellan [Konda et al., 2016] is that it compares all attributes using the same similarity measure -rnn_sim described in Section 2.2.
• Hybrid [Mudgal et al., 2018] : A deep learning-based model which uses a Bi-GRU with decomposable attention to learn representations of attribute values, then compares all attributes using a two-layer HighwayNet followed by a weighted average operation, finally uses a multi-layer NN to aggregate all comparison results. Similar to RNN, the main difference between Hybrid and our model is that it uses the same similarity measure to compare all attributes, i.e., hybrid_sim described in section 2.2.
System Settings. For our system, we use the pretrained FastText 300-dimensional word embedding [Bojanowski et al., 2016] for the two DL based similarity measures: rnn_sim and hybrid_sim. Hidden size of each GRU layer is set 256.
For model learning, we use the same 60%/20%/20% train/dev/test split as in [Mudgal et al., 2018] , and use Adam algorithm [Kingma and Ba, 2014] for optimization. We use three model settings in our experiments:
• MPM-ave: A variant of our model, which doesn't conduct similarity selection but simply averages all similarity measure results. For each attribute , all similarity measures' comparison results outputted by the comparison layer are directly inputted to the aggregation layer.
After projecting them to the same vector space, the aggregation layer employs an element-wise average operation to get the final comparison vector of the attribute.
• MPM-soft: A variant of our model, which performs soft similarity measure selection. Specifically, given an attribute , its final comparison vector is the weighted sum of all comparison vectors from different measures, and the weight of each similarity measure is from the soft selection vector in Formula 1.
• MPM: The full model proposed in this paper, which performs hard similarity measure selection, i.e., adaptively selects only the optimal similarity measure for each attribute in the selection layer. Table 3 shows the performance of our models and all baselines. From Table 3 , we can see that: 1) By performing end-to-end multi-perspective entity matching, our model significantly outperforms previous methods. Compared with the state-of-the-art non-deep learning system Magellan, our system achieved 2.4% and 44% F1 improvement on two datasets correspondingly. Compared with the recently proposed neural network baselines (RNN and Hybrid), our system achieves 8.9% and 2% F1 improvement on two datasets correspondingly.
Overall Results
2) Due to the heterogeneity of attributes, multi-perspective matching is critical for entity resolution. Compared with RNN and Hybrid which only use one similarity measure for all attributes, our method can achieve 8.9% and 2% F1 improvement on two datasets correspondingly. We believe this is because DL-based similarity measures only work well on textual data, and cannot accurately capture the similarity between attribute values of other types. Our method achieves more performance improvement on Walmart-Amazon than on Amazon-Google, we believe it may be because Walmart-Amazon (5 attributes) has more attributes than Amazon-Google (3 attributes), therefore the heterogeneity of attributes impacts more on the final performance.
3) Similarity selection is critical for entity resolution. Both similarity selection models (MPM-soft, MPM) can achieve significant F1 improvement over the non-selection model (MPM-ave). Specifically, compared with MPM-ave, MPMsoft achieved 3.6% and 4.2% F1 improvements on two datasets correspondingly, and MPM achieved 11.3% and 9.6% F1 improvements correspondingly. 4) Hard similarity selection mechanism is more effective than soft selection. By employing a gate mechanism to select the most appropriate similarity measure for each attribute, MPM outperformed MPM-soft by 7.4% and 5.4% F1 score on two datasets correspondingly.
Detailed Analysis
Effects of measure selection. To analyze the effects of our selection module, we show the selected similarity measures for each attribute in and manufacturer in Amazon-Google), our model selects two string-based similarity measures (exact_sim and jaro_sim).
For numeric attribute price in Amazon-Google, the numeric measure rel_diff is selected. This is intuitive that numeric measures are usually better at capturing number relations. Note that, for the numeric attribute price in Walmart-Amazon, a DL-based measure rnn_sim has been selected instead of a numeric measure. We observed that this is due to product prices in this data set are noisy, e.g., the same product may have a large price gap in two sources. Therefore, the numeric measures of prices will introduce noise, rather than provide helpful evidence for final decisions.
Effects of soft selection. We also demonstrate the soft attention vectors in MPM-soft in Figure 3 . We can see that, for each attribute, our gate mechanism can assign higher weights to appropriate measures. For instance, for attribute title, its highest attention weight is assigned to the DL-based measure hybrid_sim; and for the attribute model, it assigned the highest weight to the string measure exact_sim, which is better at measuring values having only binary relation.
Effects of multi-perspective matching. To further analyze the effects of multi-perspective matching, we conduct similarity measure ablation experiments on our model and its results are shown in Table 5 . We can see that all similarity measures contribute to the final ER decisions, i.e., removing measures usually will result in a performance decline. This verified the effectiveness of multi-perspective matching.
Related Work
The existing ER approaches can be roughly divided into three categories: rule-based, crowdsourcing-based, and machine learning-based (traditional and recent DL-based). Rule-based approaches resolve entity record pairs using matching rules given by domain experts [Hernández and Stolfo, 1995; Arvind et al., 2009] or automatically learned from labeled examples [Chaudhuri et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2011; Singh et al., 2017] . Crowdsourcing-based approaches leverage crowd workers for entity matching problems via crowdsourcing platforms [Firmani et al., 2016] . Most current machine learning (ML)-based approaches are variants of the Fellegi-Sunter model [Fellegi et al., 1969] , which treats entity resolution as a classification problem. Traditional ML approaches mostly design similarity measures as features and learn a classifier to resolve entities, which include SVM-based models [Bilenko and Mooney, 2003] , active learning-based solutions [Sarawagi and Bhamidipaty, 2002] , clustering-based techniques [Cohen and Richman, 2002] , and Markov logic-based methods [Singla et al., 2006] , etc. Recently, due to its strong representation learning ability, deep learning is also used for ER. The main advantage of DL-based methods is that they can better capture semantic similarity between textual attribute values, and can efficiently reduce human cost in ER pipeline [Ebraheem et al., 2018; Mudgal et al., 2018] . In this paper, we further extend DL-based ER methods, so that it can also perform adaptive measure selection. Aware of the importance of measure selection, many methods have been proposed. Kong et al., [2016] manually selected similarity measures for different attributes. Chaudhuri et al. [2007] selected similarity measures and thresholds for ER rules by recursively constructing operation trees via a divide and conquer strategy, where each operation tree corresponds to a union of multiple similarity joins. Wang et al. [2011] proposed three heuristic algorithms to detect and eliminate redundancy among similarity functions and thresholds for ER rules. There are also many soft selection approaches which assign an importance score to different measures [Nikolov et al., 2012; Jurek et al., 2017; Jurek et al., 2018] . Compared to previous measure selection studies for ER, this paper is the first study to incorporate similarity measure selection into end-to-end neural frameworks.
Conclusions
This paper proposes an end-to-end multi-perspective matching model for entity resolution, which can adaptively select the optimal similarity measures for heterogenous attributes, and jointly learn and select similarity measures in an end-toend way. Experimental results show that our method can significantly outperform previous methods and adaptively select optimal similarities in different ER problems. For future work, we want to take the dirty data problem into consideration, e.g., missing or noisy attribute values which are common in real-world datasets/applications. Figure 3 : Soft selection result on Walmart-Amazon dataset. For each attribute, the stronger the color of a measure, the larger its weight.
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